In this paper, the authors establish the boundedness of the strongly singular Calderón-Zygmund operator on weighted Morrey spaces. Moreover, the boundedness of the commutator generated by the strongly singular Calderón-Zygmund operator and the weighted BMO function on weighted Morrey spaces is also obtained. MSC: 42B20; 42B25; 42B35
Introduction
The strongly singular non-convolution operator was introduced by Alvarez and Milman in [] , whose properties are similar to those of the Calderón-Zygmund operator, but the kernel is more singular near the diagonal than that of the standard case. Furthermore, following a suggestion of Stein, the authors in [] showed that the pseudo-differential operators with symbols in the class S -β α,δ , where  < δ ≤ α <  and n( -α)/ ≤ β < n/, are included in the strongly singular Calderón-Zygmund operator. Thus, the strongly singular Calderón-Zygmund operator correlates closely with both the theory of Calderón-Zygmund singular integrals in harmonic analysis and the theory of pseudo-differential operators in PDE.
Definition . Let T : S → S be a bounded linear operator. T is called a strongly singular Calderón-Zygmund operator if the following conditions are satisfied.
() T can be extended into a continuous operator from L  (R n ) into itself.
() There exists a function K(x, y) continuous away from the diagonal {(x, y) : x = y} such that
if |y -z| δ ≤ |x -z| for some  < δ ≤  and  < α < . And
Tf , g = K(x, y)f (y)g(x) dy dx, for f , g ∈ S with disjoint supports. () For some n( -α)/ ≤ β < n/, both T and its conjugate operator T * can be extended to continuous operators from L q to L  , where /q = / + β/n. ©2014 Lin and Sun; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2014/1/519
Alvarez and Milman [, ] discussed the boundedness of the strongly singular Calderón-Zygmund operator on Lebesgue spaces. Lin [] proved the boundedness of the strongly singular Calderón-Zygmund operator on Morrey spaces. Furthermore, Lin and Lu [] showed the boundedness of the strongly singular Calderón-Zygmund operator on Herztype Hardy spaces.
Suppose that T is a strongly singular Calderón-Zygmund operator and b is a locally integrable function on R n . The commutator [b, T] generated by b and T is defined as follows: In , Komori and Shirai [] defined the weighted Morrey spaces and studied the boundedness of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator, the fractional integral operator, and the classical Calderón-Zygmund singular integral operator on these weighted spaces. In , Wang [] showed the boundedness of commutators generated by classical Calderón-Zygmund operators and weighted BMO functions on weighted Morrey spaces. In , the authors in [] proved the boundedness of some sublinear operators and their commutators on weighted Morrey spaces.
Inspired by the above results, the main purpose of this paper is to overcome the stronger singularity near the diagonal and establish the boundedness properties of the strongly singular Calderón-Zygmund operators and their commutators on weighted Morrey spaces.
Let us first recall some necessary definitions and notations.
Definition . ([])
A non-negative measurable function ω is said to be in the Muckenhoupt class A p with  < p < ∞ if for every cube Q in R n , there exists a positive constant C independent of Q such that
where Q denotes a cube in R n with the side parallel to the coordinate axes and /p+/p = .
When p = , a non-negative measurable function ω is said to belong to A  , if there exists a constant C >  such that for any cube Q,
It is well known that if ω ∈ A p with  < p < ∞, then ω ∈ A r for all r > p, and ω ∈ A q for some  < q < p.
Definition . ([])
A weighted function ω belongs to the reverse Hölder class RH r if there exist two constants r >  and C >  such that the reverse Hölder inequality
It is well known that if ω ∈ A p with  ≤ p < ∞, then there exists a r >  such that ω ∈ RH r . It follows directly from Hölder's inequality that ω ∈ RH r implies ω ∈ RH s for all  < s < r.
Definition . Let  ≤ p < ∞ and ω be a weighted function. A locally integrable function b is said to be in the weighted BMO space BMO p (ω) if Moreover, we denote simply BMO(ω) when p = .
Definition . The Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator M is defined by
The sharp maximal operator M is defined by
where
where  < t < . Let ω be a weight. The weighted maximal operator M ω is defined by
, and the supremum is taken over all cubes Q in R n .
Definition . ([]
) Let  ≤ p < ∞ and  < k < . Then for two weighted functions u and v, the weighted Morrey space
Main results
Now we state our main results as follows.
Theorem . Let T be a strongly singular Calderón-Zygmund operator, and α, β, δ be given in Definition
Theorem . Let T be a strongly singular Calderón-Zygmund operator, α, β, δ be given in Definition . and
If we consider the extreme cases α →  and β →  in Definition ., then the strongly singular Calderón-Zygmund operator comes back to the classical Calderón-Zygmund operator. Thus, we get the boundedness of the classical Calderón-Zygmund operator and its commutator on weighted Morrey spaces as corollaries of Theorem . and Theorem .. 
Corollary . Let T be a classical Calderón-Zygmund operator. If
 < p < ∞,  < k < , and ω ∈ A p , then T is bounded on L p,k (ω). Corollary . Let T be a classical Calderón-Zygmund operator,  < p < ∞,  < k <  and ω ∈ A  . If b ∈ BMO(ω), then [b, T] is bounded from L p,k (ω) to L p,k (ω -p , ω).
Preliminaries
Before we give the proofs of our main results, we need some lemmas. Remark . The strongly singular Calderón-Zygmund operator T is bounded on L p for
Lemma . ([]) If T is a strongly singular Calderón-Zygmund operator, then T can be defined to be a continuous operator from L
for all functions f such that the left-hand side is finite. In particular, when u = v = ω and ω ∈ A ∞ , we have
for all functions f such that the left-hand side is finite. Case : r B > . We have
For I  , by Hölder's inequality and the L s -boundedness of T, we get
Since r B >  and |y -x  | α ≤ |z -x  | for any y ∈ B, z ∈ (B) c , by Hölder's inequality and () of Definition ., we have
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Since
It follows from Hölder's inequality that
Since  < r B ≤  and |y -x  | α ≤ |z -x  | for any y ∈ B, z ∈ (B) c , similarly to I  , we have
Therefore, combining the estimates in both cases, there is
Lemma . Let ω ∈ A  and f be a function in BMO(ω). Suppose  ≤ p < ∞, x ∈ R n , and
Proof Without loss of generality, we may assume that  < r  ≤ r  and omit the case  < r  < r  since their similarity.
Thus, we have
If p = , then the above estimate holds obviously. Thus,
This completes the proof of Lemma ..
Lemma . Let T be a strongly singular Calderón-Zygmund operator, α, β, δ be given in Definition . and
, and b ∈ BMO(ω), then we have
Proof For any ball B = B(x, r B ) with the center x and radius r B , there are two cases. Case : r B > . We decompose f = f  + f  , where f  = f χ B and χ B denotes the characteristic function of B. Observe that
We are now going to estimate each term, respectively. Since ω ∈ A  , it follows from Hölder's inequality and Lemma . that
Applying Kolmogorov's inequality [], Lemma ., Hölder's inequality, and Lemma ., we get
Since r B >  and |y -x| α ≤ |z -x| for any y ∈ B, z ∈ (B) c , by () of Definition ., we have
Applying Hölder's inequality and Lemma ., we get
, that is, < α. Then we can take a θ satisfying  <
. We decompose f = f  + f  , where f  = f χ B and χ B denotes the characteristic function of B. Write
Since  < t < , we have
Similarly to estimate I  , we have
The fact θ < α implies that ε  := 
Proof of the main results
Now we are able to prove our main results. 
Proof of Theorem
This completes the proof of Theorem .. Therefore, by using Lemma . and Theorem ., we obtain
This completes the proof of Theorem ..
